
 

BROKEN PROMISES – Part Two 

A cautionary tale about government’s approach to the lawfulness 
of its actions 

Social enterprise is all about working with other people. Pursuing legal cases against others doesn’t 
come naturally. But when HM Treasury stonewalled our objections to the policy U-turn on tax relief 
for community energy, the outrage of many community energy groups convinced us  to go further. 
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This was a salutary experience for those who assume that government is concerned about the 
lawfulness of its decisions, such as CEE chairman Philip Wolfe . "I had naïvely assumed that 
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government's paramount interest would be to ensure that its actions were not unlawful", he says. 
"Now I have concluded that its lawyer's main concern was whether they can get away with it – and 
that, if no-one has the will and the means to sue them, they probably can". 

Our case in brief and how we pursued it 
Communities had invested in projects with a legitimate expectation from the 2105 Budget that: 

● Social Investment Tax Relief would be extended to community energy; and that 
● Six months’ notice would be given before withdrawing tax relief under the Enterprise 

Investment Scheme  

As described in ‘Broken Promises’, HM Treasury had not honoured those undertakings. 

The normal route for challenging unlawful action by government is to seek a judicial review (JR). As 
this is relatively onerous and expensive, the Department of Justice has established a ‘Pre-Action 
Protocol’ (PAP) under which the arguments can be tested before formally going to court. 

We decided to follow the Pre-Action Protocol as the ideal way to set out our concerns, which we did 
in a pre-action letter on 23rd November 2015. The government then has up to 14 days to respond 
and either: (a) agree that we had a point and to rectify the situation; or (b) show us that their 
approach had been lawful and provide the evidence to back this up. 

The government response 
It immediately became evident that Dermot O’Donnell of the Government Legal Department (GLD ) 
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saw things differently. In a flurry of equivocation, the first four responses avoided our claims 
altogether, trying instead to discover whether we intended to go to court . 
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In all we have received nine communications from GLD totalling dozens of pages. Since only two 
sentences from all of this addressed our primary claim, we can quote this verbatim: 

1 The pre-action letter and subsequent correspondence was submitted on behalf of Community Energy England by 
Bates Wells Braithwaite. Community Energy Scotland and Community Energy Wales supported the action as did 
various other individual companies and enterprises within the community energy sector. 

2 who was awarded the MBE for services to renewable energy and the energy sector in the 2016 New Year's Honours 
3 The new name for what used to be called the Treasury Solicitors’ Office or TSO 
4 Including this astonishing extract: “I appreciate that we are yet to respond to your letter before action; however 

before we incur further costs … can you confirm if your client does indeed intend to pursue the threatened claim for 
Judicial Review?” 
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“It had been envisaged in March 2015 that SITR would be expanded to the benefit of community 
energy organisations and that there would be a 6 month transitional period between the 
expansion of SITR and the withdrawal of eligibility for the Venture Capital Schemes. However, 
following the election of a new government in May 2015, it was made clear in the Summer 
Budget that use of the Venture Capital Schemes and SITR by community energy organisations 
was being monitored to ensure that there was continued value for money for the taxpayer 
and that they were not the subject of misuse.” 

This seems to suggest that the announcement in the Summer Budget (on 8th July) was effectively 
putting the sector on notice, and therefore contributed to the promised six month period. We don’t 
agree that most people, or courts, would accept that ‘monitoring’ is tantamount to announcing a 
policy change. 

Secondly the government appears to have based its policy U-turn on the results of this monitoring 
for ‘value for money’ and ‘misuse’. These would be legitimate concerns, and therefore we sought to 
give the Treasury the opportunity to back them up. 

Evidence-based policy 
The PAP encourages requests for specific evidence, and our pre-action letter had already asked for 
various items of supporting information, including several directly relevant to value-for-money and 
misuse. The government lawyers have specifically refused to provide any of this data. Its excuse that 
“it is disproportionate to gather this information at this stage” seems inconsistent, if they have 
indeed been ‘monitoring’ this area since the Summer Budget. 

In the end they did offer to provide a redacted copy of the advice given to ministers before the 
policy change, but only if we agreed not to disclose it. Given that this contains no national security 
or personal information, we did not understand why it should be held confidential. Despite 
repeated requests, the Treasury lawyers have never justified this. 

So we have not seen the government’s evidence. In the absence of other explanations, we assume 
the reason for keeping it secret is that it is too flawed or inadequate to support the change of policy. 

So – did we win? 
The government’s lawyers will doubtless conclude that they have won. They have not ended up in 
court, having successfully filibustered beyond the last date for Judicial Review. 

Nothing we have seen persuades us that the government acted lawfully in the way it reneged on 
the 2015 Budget undertakings. We hold the view that a court would have upheld our claim. Sadly 
many of the projects affected have already been brought to a halt, by this and other policy 
reversals, and we doubt that they could now be resurrected even after a successful JR. 

History will show other losers too. Every time investors lose out because of abrupt policy changes, 
the ‘political risk’ in future projects increases. This makes funders look for higher returns and so 
increases the cost of the renewed infrastructure, which the UK so desperately needs.  

Lessons for the future 
Based on this case, we have concluded that: 

● Commitments made by government – even in budget statements – are not promises that 
can be relied on. 
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● The government has not lost its aptitude for hiding bad news . 
5

● The Government Legal Department’s priority is not to ensure that ministers act lawfully, but 
to minimise the chances of legal action when they don’t. 

● Investments in projects based on the assumption that government will adhere to its 
previous undertakings are ‘at risk’. 

 
This blog was drafted in January 2016 by those most directly involved. The views represented may 
not be shared by those who supported the pre-action or by the members they represent. 
 

5 We would perhaps have fared better if we had submitted the pre-action letter earlier, but in practice it took some 
time to realise what the Treasury was up to. David Gauke slid this U-turn in ‘under the radar’ while tabling an 
amendment, ostensibly about standby power generation, in a parliamentary debate. There was no consultation, no 
ministerial statement, no Regulatory Impact Assessment and no public announcement. 
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